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THE TEACHING OF YATHEMATICB I 

As mathematical pedagogy is receiving 
increasingly marked attention in this coun- 
try, a brief account of the reforms recently 
proposed by Professor Felix Klein, of Ger- 
many, may be of general i n t e r e ~ t . ~  

The three types of German higher schools 
leading up to the university are the 
Gymnasium, the Real Gymnasium and the 
Ober Real Schule, corresponding roughly 
to the classical, Latin scientific and scien- 
tific courses in American high schools. 
Until recently, the university could only 
be entered through the portals of the gym- 
nasium. This exclusive privilege might be 
termed the gymnasia1 monopoly, and even 
yet the gymnasium is the school of the 
aristocrat. 

However, as a result of the Berlin Con- 
ference of 1900 and the emperor's decree 
of the same year, the three schools were 
placed on an equal footing and each per- 

*Prepared b y  the  author i n  connection w i th  a 
course on the  History and Teaching o f  Mathe- 
matics, given b y  Professor S. E. Slocum a t  the  
University o f  Cincinnati. Por reports prepared 
by  other members o f  the  class see article soon t o  
appear in the Edmcational Review. 

"Uber eine zeitgemilsse Umgestaltung des 
mathematischen Unterrichts a n  den hijheren 
Schulen," F. Klein. "Bermerkungen i m  An-
schluss a n  die Schulkonferenz von 1900," I!. Klein. 
"Hundert  Jahre mathematischer Unterricht a n  
den hoheren preussischen Schulen," F.  Klein. 
"Uber  das Lehrziel i m  mathematischen Unter-
richt der h'ijheren Lehranstalten," E. Gotting. 
Collected i n  "Neue Beitrltge zur Prage des mathe- 
matischen und physikalischen Unterrichts an  den 
Hijheren Schulen," Klein u. Riecke, Teubner, 1904. 
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mitted to work out its ideal along its own 
particular line, provided that the aim is to 
produce cultured citizens. Graduates of 
the Real Gymnasium and the Ober Real 
Schule, however, are debarred from the 
study of theology, and graduates of the 
latter are further debarred from the pro- 
fession of medicine. In  addition to the 
exclusive rights possessed by these three 
schools as feeders to the university, they 
also have the privilege of furnishing candi- 
dates for a majority of civil sellrice posi- 
tions. 

After a three years' course in a Vor-
schule, or equivalent work done with pri- 
vate tutors, the average boy enters these 
schools at  the age of nine, and may accom- 
plish the work in nine years, being eighteen 
years of age when ready to enter the uni- 
versity ; but SO extensive is their study, 
and so closely are they held to their work, 
that the graduate of these schools is con- 
sidered by many to be prepared to enter 
the junior year of our colleges. 

This thoroughness of instruction is due 
to the fact that in Germany teaching is a 
profession, and is invested with all the 
dignity of custom and authority. The 
teacher must be a university graduate and 
a specialist in those subjects which he 
expects to teach. After having completed 
a three to five years' university course, a 
year is taken for the teachers7 examina- 
tions. The applicant must qualify in at  
least four subjects (two major knd two 
minor), and may teach only those subjects 
in which he has qualified. 

His examination consists of two parts: 
written and Oral- In the first he is as-
signed topics upon which to prepare theses, 
and is given six weeks to prepare each 

.topic. His doctor's dissertation may be 
offered as One Of these' If the written 
examination is satisfactory he is orally 
tested to determine his readiness in com-

manding his :;pecialties. If successful, he 
is given a certificate from the examining 
board, which is composed of university 
professors. 

After securing this certificate, a year's 
course in theoretical pedagogy must be 
taken at some heminar. Then follows the 
Probe-jahr,or $ear of trial teaching under 
criticism. If I; e is finally declared profi- 
cient, his nane i s  placed on the service list, 
and he ultinatel y secures a position, some- 
times waitirg SI x or seven years for an 
appointment 

Adding th? y ar  of army service, the 
candidate is kt 1, ast twenty-five years old 
(most of ther an1,thirty) when placed on 
the list. Corside.ring the thoroughness of 
preparation, md \ the depth of German 
scholarship, tie s,tatement that Germany 
has the best taint :d teachers in the world 
is, therefore, mt slurprising. 

It should aT:o b e  noted that all schools 
must come up to & certain definite stand- 
ard. The govcrnn,ient has a thorough sys- 
tem of inspection \ as a matter of fact, too 
much bureaucracy ), so that for a given 
type of school cert tin courses are uniform 9

tlrcughout. 

For comparison t;he following outline of 
the course in matg~ematics in the Cassel 
Real Gymnasium i s  given. The period 
chosen corresponds :most closely to that of 
the average Americ:tn high school c ~ u r s e . ~  

OBERSECUNDA (;ige, 15-16 years) 
I. 	Geometry and Ti rigofiometry, 3 hours.' 

Plane geometry t tnd trigonometry re-
nine years of the German high school 

course, beginning at the :lowest, are called, respect- 
ively, Sexta, Quinta, &I ~arta, Untertertia, Ober-
tertia, Untersecnnda, C bbersecnnda, Unterprima 
and Oberprima. See RI~ssell's "German Higher 

Scpls . ' '
Since 1901, forty-two week-hours are devoted 

to mathematics in the R.~ a lGymnasium, a week- 
hour being- OW hour pe r week throughout the 
year. 
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viewed 'and concluded ; solid geometry ; 
practical applications. 

TI. Britl~meticand Algebm, 2 hours. 
Arithmetical and geometrica,l series ; com-

pound interest and annuities; quadratic 
equations ; permutations and combinations ; 
binomial theorem applied to positive in-
tegral exponents. 

UNTERPRIMA' (age, 16-17 years) 
I. Geornetrg and Trigonometry, 3 hours. 

Solid geometry continued; theory of 
plane and spherical angles; spherical trig- 
onometry and its applications to mathe-
matical geography ; conic sections. 

11. Aritltmetic and Algebra, 2 hours. 
Continued fractions and applications; 

arithmetical series of second order; cubic 
equations; problems in maxima and min- 
ima. 

OBERPRIMA (age, 17-18 years) 
I. Geometry, 3 hours. 

Solid geometry reviewed and concluded ; 
analytic geometry ; proble-os in mathemat- 
ical geography ; genmetric:il drawing. 

11. Arithmetic and Algebla, 2 hours. 
Functions and applications to higher 

equations, especially those of the third de- 
gree; exponential, logar:thmic, sine and 
cosine series ; practical applications. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury those subjects whosc development had 
been going on through t2- e seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries occupied the fore-
ground in Germany, narr~ely, Euclidean 
geometry; calculation with letters (Buch- 
stabenrechnung) ; the theory of logarithms; 
the decimal system and ].he elements of 
analytic geometry. The ekments of differ- 
ential and integral calculus, although new, 
were also studied. Th: general tendency 
was toward the practical. Mensuration, 
elementary mechanics and those portions 
of descriptive geometry which dealt with 

fortifications occupied an important place. 
I t  js also noteworthy that a certain amount 
I)£ mathematical knowledge was considered 
a yrer equisite for philosophical learning, 
as.w:'tness the cases of Leibnitz and Kant. 

B k i n  divides the nineteenth century into 
three pe~iods. In  the first period, extend- 
ing fvcm 1800 to 1870, mathematical in- 
strnctjon was a mixture of the pure and 
applied. Ideals were high, efforts were 
directed toward developing individual 
ability, and attempts were made to teach 
more than is now required. The candi- 
date for the position of teacher of mathe- 
matics must be one who had gone as far  as 
possible into the field, and was himself ca-
pable of original research. As the result 
we find such names as Grassmann, Kum- 
mer, Pliicker, 'CVeierstrass and Schellbach. 

The second period, extdnding from 1870 
to 1890, opened %vith the victory over 
France, and the assumption by Germany 
of a more important international position. 
This period seemed to be marked by the 
separation of pure, or abstract, and ap-
plied mathematics. In  the schools the 
feeling prevailed that the development of 
the especially gifted pupil was not so much 
to be sought as that of ;the average pupil, 
and, consequently, greater interest was 
manifested in methods of instruction. A 
desire was expressed to replace the early 
system by a systematic graded course in 
mathematics, which should keep in view the 
ability of the constantly developing pupil. 
Drawings and models were demanded; 
problems were so stated and aids so given 
that pupils might see space relations, and 
not depend so largely upon the logic of the 
ancient Greeks. This was a direct result 
of the teachings of Pestalozzi and Herbart. 
I n  this period the teaching standard was 
lowered, as the teacher was only required 
to possess a knowledge sufficient to work 
out problems of moderate difficulty. 
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The third period, beginning with 1890, 
seems to be characterized by a tendency to 
again associate pure and applied mathe- 
matics; that is to say, the idea prevails 
that while a teacher should be thoroughly 
familiar with pure mathematics, his knowl- 
edge of its applications in &he various 
fields should also be extensive. This is 
perhaps one result of the new order of 
things which puts the real schools on an 
equality as to privileges with the older 
gymnasium. There is also a tendency to 
allow the teacher greater freedom from the 
dictation df a centralized bureaucracy, and 
in this freedom lies an opportunity for 
future development. 

For many decades, under the rule of 
the new humanism, the value of mathe-
matical training was thought to lie in its 
formal discipline. Before the revival of 
Z e a r w  it: was the utilitarian factor which 
received epphasis, but in the last decades 
the majority have reached a more compre- 
hensive view. Briefly stated, the modern 
view is that mathematical thought should 
be cherished in the schools in its fullest 
independence, its content being regulated 
in a measure by the other problems of the 
school; that is to say, its content should be 
such as to establish the liveliest possible 
connection with the various parts of the 

culture which is typical of the 
school in question. Here, then, it is not a 
question of methods of teaching, but rather 
of the selection of material from the great 
mass furnished by elementary mathe-
matics. 

In  the conference of 1900, it was agreed 
that each type of school should determine 
what form of culture its particular course 
should produce. It seems that the Gym- 
nasium was asserting its claim to be con- 
sidered preeminently.the culture school, not 
hesitating to stigmatize the others as mere 
technical schools, while the friends of the 
Real schools apparently made no efforts at  

defense. Klein emphasized the fact that 
he considers the three schools of equal im- 
portance, and whatever he has to say con- 
cerns all three types. 

Much of %he material of instruction, 
although &:resting in itself, lacks con-
nection and 1s partially isolated. In fact, 
the topics seem for the most part to be the 
result of chance selection, and afford only 
a faulty and indirect preparation for a 
clear understanding of the mathematical 
element of modern culture. This element 
clearly rests on the idea of function and 
its form, both geometrical and analytical, 
and this idea should, therefore, be made 
the center of mathematical instruction. 
Klein7s chief thesis is, in fact, that begin- 
ning with the Untersecunda and proceed- 
ing in regular. methodical steps, the geo- 
metrical concept of a function should 
permeate all msthematical instruction. In  
this is included a certain consideration of 
analytic geomet:-y, and the elements of dif- 
ferential and integral calculus. He refers 
in this connection, to two French publica- 
tions which to :, certain extent carry out 
his ideas.5 

To accomplish this purpose, the graph- 
ical representation of the simplest ele-
ments, such as y = w + b and y = l/x, 
should be begun in the Untersecunda. 
Trigonometry and the theory of algebraic 
equations furnish ample material for more 
complicated work, while in this connection 
related illustrations can be obtained from 
applications of mathematics, particularly 
from the domain of physics. Also the idea 
should be especially inculcated that a func- 
tion can be developed empirically, perhaps 
by means of apparatus. In  the Prima the 
general fundamental principles of both 
differential and integral calculus should be 
given, based upon the ideas which the 
pupil has acquired in the Secunda. 

" Notions de mathe~natique," Jules Tannery; 
" Algebra," E. Borel. 
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The ground to be covered depends 
largely upon the ideals of the school. Al-
though the fornial side must not be 
neglected and a thorough knowledge of 
processes must be obtained, the principals 
aim is to give a clear conception of the 
funclamental ideas and their meaning. 

Much confusion often results froin the 
fact that a word possesses several mean-
ings. Thus a purist might define ele-
mentary mathenlatics as those parts of the 
subject in which the conception of a limit 
is avoided. The more commonly accepted 
definition of eleinentary mathematics, 
ho~vever, adinits the idea of lin~its but ex-
eludes the ~pecial forms represented by the 
symbols d y / d ~ ;and ydx. Neither dcfini- 
tion can be made to agree with the practise 
of the schools. For exa~nple, the first 
definition tvould exclude the consideration 
of nleh irrationals as 42, and .ir used in 
determining the area of a circle as the 
limit approached by a polygon. On the 
other hand, the second definition might be 
made to inclucle much mhich does not be- 
long in the schools, as, for example, the 
so-called "elementary" theory of analytic 
functions of the complex variable. The 
first definition might also be made to in- 
clude much of the most difficult nature, 
such as advanced portions of the theory 
of numbers. In  geoinetry there is also a 
new use of the word elementary. That 
portion of geometry is now styled ele-
mentary mhich is based on the Enclidean 
or ancient Greek geometry, the simplest 
conceptions of the newer geor~~etry being of 
too severe a nature for the schools. 

The only definition which nil1 hold 
within the schools is a vcry practical one, 
namely[ that sliall be called elrmentary in 
the various branches of mathematics which 
can be grasped by the average pupil with- 
out extraordinary effort of long duration. 

The material which constitutes ele-

mentary lnatheinatics varies with time ; 
that is to say, it is subject to the latv of 
historical delay. Subjects which formerly 
were not considered eleinentary have, by 
improved proceBes of instruction, been 
nlacle so, as is shotvn, for instance, in the 
geometry of the ancients. If, in conse-
quence of the above definition, the extent 
of the field of elementary mathenlatics be-. 
comes too great and indeterminate, i t  comes 
within the province of the schools to choose 
those parts mhich best serve their purpose. 

Mathe~natical instruction, on the level at  
mhich i t  is at  present carried on in the 
upper classes of the higher schools, has 
existed in Germany since about the begin- 
ning of the eighteenth century. Chris-
tian \TTolf, xho was professor a t  Halle and 
one of the foremost sch?olrnen of this 
period, included in his list of elementary 
mathematics, in addition to the geometry 
of the ancients, a, great many of what were 
at  that time modern achievements, such as 
calculations with letters, negative numbers, 
algebraic equations and logarithms ; in fact, 
practically everything which xas linown to 
mathematicians in 1700. I t  is evident that 
calculus xas not includecl, for at  that time 
the knowledge of calculus \$-as the posses- 
sion of only a few investigators of the 
highest type, whose efforts were not so 
much directed toward the cleartng up of 
fundamental principles as toward the solu- 
tion of new and difficult problems. To the 
layman, calculus seemed a sort of witch- 
craft. Cauchy's great work on differential 
and integral calculus appeared in 1821, 
but the schools had already been led into 
certain channels, and it mas not possible 
to divert then towarc1 a subject which mas 
only in process of forination. 

Moreover, i t  is true in general that 
mathematics is niore susc.el~tihlc than any 
other subject to bystercsis. A new idea 
finds its way into the schools through the 
lectures of university professor,s. A new 
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generatioil of teachcrs is thus trained ~ ~ - l i o  in thc funclarnentals of lnccllanics and 
give thc idea shape in  their class work9 
until finally it becor~ies thc common 
posscssion of all. I n  accortlancc with this 
process of clevelopment, Klein expresses 
Tiis belief that  i t  is now time to make the 
fnndamentals of calculus a necessary par t  
of elementary instruction. To illastrate 
the  historical developinent of the subject, 
he quotes the words of his tcacher of 
n~;~ll~eniatics,rvho said in the fall of 1565, 
" I n  elcnlentary in;tthematics we can prove 
things, but in the higher matherr~atics i t  is 
different. They res~mhle a ptlilosophical 
system, which we may or rnay not believe." 
It is remarlcable that  this idea has com-
pletely disappeared in such a short in-
terval. 

F o r  a long tiine calculus mas rcqardecl 
with distrilst, but  as it received recogni- 
tion in the official coarse of study of 1900, 
Klein believes that it is time to  take ad- 
varitnge of this lavorable attitude to p u t  
that  which has taken centuries fo r  prepara- 
tion upon a general and recognized basis. 
As a matter of fact the fundamental ideas 
nnderlying the calculus are actually taught 
i n  many schools. I n  a few Ober-Rcal 
schools thry are regularly t:lnght as cal-
culus, but  in  the nlajority of the schools 
they arc given in n very rounclaboat man- 
ner. It amounts to this, that  stuclents are 
actually taught to differentiate ancl inte- 
grate as soon as occasion for the same 
arises, bn t  the terms diflerential and in- 
tegral arc avoided. 

A n  inspection of the text-hooks in  cnr-
rent use in  thc higher schools shows con- 
clu~sively that many of the simpler ideas 
of calculus are in use, but  are rcndcred 
more or less difficult of comprehension by 
the avoidance of symbols and operations, 
which, if understood, would render the 
work coinparalively easy. I f  the field of 
physics x-01-e examined, instances of this 
kind would be greatly multiplied, especially 

rlectroclynarnics. Evidently, then, calclx-
lus occiipies a more extensive field than is 
coin~~lonlysnpposetl, but  i t  is taught un-
syst~matically, anrl is merely tacked on 
hcrc ancl illere to the general content of 
inathematical instruction. Klein is of the 
opinion that  instead ol: making iiistrlxction 
in calculi~s in those grades whose work 
demands its employmc>nl merely inciclental, 
clcslrltory anti gcricrally unsatisfactory, it 
shoultl he made the ccntral idea of all 
instruction, and the other ideas and work 
grouped around it. 

A t  present calcalus is made the bcgin- 
ning of higher mathematics and is accoin- 
panictl by a revolution in thinlting. This 
r~volutiorx furrlishes good evidcnce of the 
aimlessn~ss of the  earlirr instruction as 
contrasleci with the  ideas with which the 
pupil later comes in contact. Hlein's suq- 
gestion airl~s to spare the pnpil this w d -  
den change, by gradnally accustoming him 
to the methods of thinking which prcr~ail 
i n  his later wo~;li. 

The traditional rnetliods of teaching will 
readily accommodate themselves to this new 
idea, and in fact will bc much simplified 
thereby. This stnter~~c'nt is borne out by a 
co~nparison of the curr~brous algebraic 
~ r ~ t t h o dof solvi114 proble1ns ~ v i t h  the 
inctliotls of e;~lcul~ts. On the olhcr hand, 
no harm is done if certain portions of 
mathematics which supposedly have merely 
a formal traininq value, silch as artificial 
eql~ations solved by quadratic roots, and 
trigono1netr.i~ analysis, are pushcd to the 
rear, for  the new material gives ample op-
pc'rt~mity for  formal rno1.1~. 

The i n a d c ~ ~ n a r y  of the present system is 
clearly shonm in the  educatiou of the 
lawyer, physician or chemist. As regards 
the first two, i t  is, of course, understood a t  
the outset that their worli in inathematics 
rrlust ncccwarily be bl-iclf, as their major 
subject allows little time for it. ITence 
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these studeilts take up their major subject 
without preparation in calculus, with the 
result that some of the most important 
phases of their subject, depending upon 
higher mathematics, always remain ob-
scure to them. This is true with lawyers, 
for instance, as regards questions of sta-
tistics, insurance, etc. With physicians the 
lack is felt at the very beginning of experi- 
mental physics, by reason of which instruc- 
tion in the subject is necessarily placed on 
a much lower plane and the most im-
portant principles are only understood in 
a hazy way. It is still worse in chemistry, 
where quantitative determinations require 
the use of comparatively complicated 
formulas. 

The text-boo1i.s in these various subjects 
try to meet this situation with short pref- 
aces on calculus, which the students are 
supposed to acquire in this condensed form. 
Bow then can the statement that calculus 
is too difficult for the higher schools be 
reconciled with the fact that students just 
released from the higher schools are ex-
pected to acquire this important subject 
from such condensed materials. Evidently 
conditions in the university emphasize the 
haziness of the aims of higher school 
mathematics. 

Elein seems especially anxious to have 
i t  thoroughly understood that his plan is 
perfectly feasible, and comes well within 
the pedagogical possibilities of the case. 
In  the first place, no more time is required 
than at present given to the mathematical 
curriculum. Moreover, he is not deinand- 
ing a change in the course of study, but 
rather is urging that advantage be taken 
of the present leaning toward calculus, and 
carried out to its logical sequence. This, 
of course, can not be the vork of a univer- 
sity professor, but must be that of the 
practical schoolmaster. The chief difficulty 
at present is that there are no text-books 
which fully meet the situation. Again, 

i t  is necessary to proceed with care and 
circumspection so as not to arouse the an- 
tagonism of the gymnasia1 leaders, but 
rather secure their friendly cooperation. 
There can be little opposition from the 
physicist if he is assured that there is no 
intention of invading his province, and it 
is pointed out to him that the pupils are 
being given tools for a far more complete 
mastery of his specialty. Neither should 
opposition be encountered from the repre- 
sentatives of the language and history de- 
paiTtments if i t  is fully impressed upon 
their minds that the guiding principle of 
instruction should be the study of special 
subjects not as isolated from the rest of the 
curriculum, but with reference to the gen- 
eral culture which his particular type of 
school aims to produce. 

The two main objections which are 
always urged when a university professor 
discusses educational problems of a general 
nature are that too little heed is given to 
pedagogical possibilities, and that univer- 
sity professors are only concerned about 
those pupils who will later come urtder their 
instruction. Concerning these o'bjections, 
Klein answers the first by stating that he 
is keenly alive to the difficulty of the task 
of raising a large number of pupils, not 
especially gifted with mathematical ability, 
to a certain established level, and that his 
aim is not to raise this level, but rather to 
move i t  in what might be termed a hori- 
zontal direction. 

As regards the second objection, he says 
that those pupils who take mathematics at 
the university are precisely the ones about 
whom he is not concerned, but that it is 
the future chemist, physician or lawyer 
whose mathematical training needs to be 
improved in order to bring about the best 
results. 

CHARLES OTTEB~IANN 
~VOODWARDHIOII SCIIOOL, 
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